THE ULTIMATE $350 MUSIC SYSTEM:

HARMAN KARDON, BURHOE, B·I·C.

MSL's ultimate $350 system is for people on a budget who want maximum listening enjoyment from their records.

The Burhoe Green loudspeakers in MSL's $350 system use a highly-advanced 1-inch inverted dome tweeter combined with an 8-inch woofer in a computer-calculated, vented enclosure. They have the kind of wide open sound that lets you listen "right through" to the original performance.

"Wide open sound" is exactly what the Harman Kardon A-401 integrated amplifier in MSL's ultimate $350 system delivers. The Harman Kardon A-401's ultra-wideband design means it produces significantly more power at ultra-high and ultra-low frequencies than ordinary amplifiers. That means audibly better-defined sound within the musical range. The Harman Kardon A-401 drives the efficient Burhoe Green loudspeakers to high outputs. And MSL stocks a number of fine-performing, low-cost tuners, so you may add FM (or AM/FM) capability to the system at any time.

B·I·C's 920 multiple-play turntable helps keep the price of this system low. But it doesn't compromise listening quality.

The 920's belt-drive system and low-speed synchronous motor achieve very low levels of rumble, wow, and flutter as well as high speed accuracy. It comes with a base, dustcover, and a fine-sounding Pickering cartridge (with Dustomatic brush, for extra record care).

For record enthusiasts, the components in MSL's ultimate $350 system combine to give the spaciousness, detail, and depth typical of good systems that sell for hundreds more.